BUSINESS STATEMENT
SE Studios is a joint business venture between Robert M. Spencer, Shirl J.
Spencer and Albert A. Leon Sr. and is no longer under the corporate
umbrella or a division of Progressive Edge Records, but is operated by
Robert Spencer with the help of his wife Shirl Spencer and in partnership
with Albert Leon Sr., who provides for SE Studios financially every month
and without him, SE would not be in business. SE Studios has become a
safe-haven for musicians and artists from all different backgrounds.
Together, we all make one big happy family! It is the desire of every SE
Partner to help people produce their music properly and get it released and
put online, i.e. iTunes. Often times we come across new talent that we
believe in so much we sign them to our record label, Progressive Edge
Records at that point we will discuss signing a record contract or a spec.
deal, where SE Studios covers the recording cost and markets the artist to
larger labels. If the artist is picked up by a larger label then SE Studios gets
paid for the recording costs, and receives a finder's fee that will be outlined
in the recording contract.
Prospective Clients who are not signed to Progressive Edge Records can
still become working clients of SE Studios if they meet the required criteria.
All new clients will begin their recording experience under a 30-day period
in which we will evaluate their skills and abilities as well as their attitude,
professionalism and commitment to their project. At this point their
recording rate will be adjusted accordingly.
SE Studios is an advocate for domestic violence and child abuse
awareness. We have learned from past experience that abuse comes in
many forms. SE Studios is constantly helping young people find their way
home through the passion of music and many times it keeps them off
drugs. SE Studios is more like a home base and headquarters and a Dojo
for an amazing group of “misfit” musicians. Misfit in that they are not like
the norm.
SE Studios offers internship programs that give young people the
opportunity to learn the art and craft of creating and producing music.

SE internships do not apply just to young people, but are available to
serious individuals who love music and want to be a part of the best
recording company in the world! Only a few Internships are available.
In addition to the music that is created at SE Studios, SE Studios is also
involved in filmmaking and the production work behind making films
happen. SE Studios created Future Dreams Media, a division focused
solely on creating stunning websites and memorable media, including HD
music videos that rival those of stuff currently airing on television.
SE Studios and Future Dreams Media work together to bring the recorded
media to life online! In the process of working with our clients, it is our
desire to hopefully inspire them to further their music career and never give
up. What the world really needs is love and we get that.
We are here to encourage musicians. We see so many wounded soldiers
in the sense of this musical war we are all going through, trying to make it
to the top, when all along we were already stars and we were the only one
who didn’t see it. We get that too!
This notice is filed on this 22 day of March, 2016 by the official partners of
SE Studios.
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